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War of the Worlds (Steven Spielberg, 2005) and Night Watch (Timur 

Bekmambetov, 2004) 

 
This is a cruel comparison, but I’m going to make it. If you’re going to do a disaster thriller, 

there’s a formula. You have to populate your plot with a dysfunctional family, with whom 

everyone can supposedly identify, separate them, and then show the action bringing them 

together again, perhaps a bit less dysfunctional as a result of their ordeal, but that’s optional. 

Then you cast unnaturally beautiful and charismatic actors in the leads, and show the stress 

and agony degrading their beauty, but enhancing their charisma, so we who identify with 

them can see them getting dirty, unshaven and unattractive just like us, but staying witty and 

charismatic, just as we know we would become if the world ended. Incredible special effects 

are subordinate, but still add masses if they really are incredible. It sort-of works in The Day 

After Tomorrow – it works in Close Encounters – it works in E.T. – it almost works in Deep 

Impact … and so on. 

 

 It works as never before in War of the 

Worlds, the most gripping and frightening 

sci-fi film I’ve ever seen. No, I don’t believe 

that Tom Cruise was ever a dock worker, 

even a skilled one. But who cares? This is not 

On the Waterfront. And he has as his 

daughter Dakota Fanning, the Mischa Barton 

of her generation, just as Mischa Barton was 

the Anna Paquin of her generation, just as 

Anna Paquin was the Drew Barrymore of her 

generation.   

 

 Fanning is brilliant at being hypercool and critical one second, and in screaming, helpless 

hysterics the next. Every child will identify with her. You believe in her. 

 Spielberg is superb at showing a society disintegrating. There’s an astonishing single-take 

shot in Empire of the Sun in which the Japanese are entering the main street of the Shanghai 

Bund at street level, while thousands of terrified civilians flee from them a hundred metres or 

so ahead, and Chinese guerrillas prepare to ambush them on the rooftops. All filmed from one 

set-up, in one take. Only a genius (with an enormous budget) could show civil and military 

disorder with such economy and vividness. Here in War of the Worlds the scenes of crowd-

panic and horror are done with equal, though less ostentatious, skill – especially the bit before 

the Hudson Ferry, when Cruise and his family are forced out of their car (which isn’t theirs 

anyway, but it looks like the world is ending, so who cares?) 

 The Russians, by contrast, haven’t got a clue. Night Watch is about the approach of an 

Armageddon in which the ancient guardians of the night will fight the ancient guardians of 

the day … or something … anyway, it’s a vampire conflict rooted in ancient times, as we see 

when in the first sequence the two (small, not even computer-multiplied), sides in medieval 

armour confront each other from opposite sides of a bridge. It’s just as stupid as the War of 

the Worlds idea of Martians putting sleeper-spaceships underground in New England millions 

of years ago and then activating them in the twenty-first century when It’s Time. But the 

Russian idea doesn’t work. It doesn’t resonate. You don’t care. In some sequences it’s not 

even clear which side is which. 

 

 

 

     The leader of the good guys – the middle-aged male 

authority figure who used to be mandatory in old Soviet 

movies like The Cranes are Flying, and is still, it 

seems, around – is here played by an actor who looks, 

in his stocky baldness, like a retired Lithuanian 

concentration camp guard. 
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 Instead of the formulaic family, they have a sequence of indistinguishable good and bad 

guys, all equally plain, pale, sweaty, unshaven, ill-looking and degenerate. An evil impulse 

leads me to suspect that these are the dysfunctional humans that post-Soviet Russian 

audiences will indeed identify with: but I repel the suspicion. 

 The interiors of War of the Worlds are spacious and clean – not all wildly luxurious, but 

spacious and clean – even the cellar where the really scarey things happen. The interiors of 

Night Watch are cramped, filthy, full of ancient televisions and ancient telephones – even the 

good guys’ H.Q. looks like a high street washeteria turned inside out. It’s depressing. 

Probably accurate, but you don’t want to know. This is a sci-fi thriller, not a gritty drama like 

The Return. 

 

 

 
 

     The violence in War of the Worlds is 

cataclysmic like no movie violence before. 

The violence of Night Watch is small-scale, 

nasty, brutish, and depressing. “Shit! My 

sausages are going to boil over!” says one 

guy in one sequence – and it sums up neatly 

the urgency, and our sense in the film of 

what’s at stake. 

     I intend to see War of the Worlds again. 

About thirty minutes before the end of Night 

Watch, I realised like you do that for the 

previous thirty minutes I’d been paying it no 

attention, and left. 

 

 

 Spielberg is such a virtuoso it’s odd catching the moments which his judgement still 

falters. It faltered seriously in the middle of Minority Report, in that weird Tom and Jerry 

chase down the conveyor-belt. I thought it faltered in the case of the girl dressed in red, seen 

at intervals throughout Shindler’s List: a cute Kleenex touch out-of-keeping with the rest of 

the movie (except the weepy final fifteen minutes, where his judgement went again). Why 

does the old Private Ryan weep so at the grave of Tom Hanks in Saving …? Why is so he 

anxious for reassurance that he has led a good life? It’s not as if Hanks died saving him, or 

even in failing to save him. 

 In War of the Worlds there’s much left unexplained or edited-out. At one point there’s a 

surrealistic shot of a forest raining clothes: we assume the Martians are stripping their 

prisoners naked, but when we go up into one of their tripods all the prisoners are fully-

clothed. The ascent into the tripod is itself superfluous. It gives Cruise’s character a chance 

for heroics, but neither he nor the plot need it: the point about the Martians is that no macro-

epidemic like humanity can kill them – only a micro-epidemic from within. Cruise certainly 

shouldn’t be able to. And the pink orifice into which he’s sucked is a major piece of camp, a 

Freudian error of taste. 

 Why does Cruise feel it necessary to kill poor deranged Tim Robbins in the cellar? He 

poses no threat – all he’s trying to do is tunnel through to the Atlantic. 
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 Elsewhere there are such touches of virtuosity that you don’t notice what’s being said, the 

camerawork draws such attention to itself. Cruise and his family are speeding along an 

interstate – the camera starts on the passenger side, pulls out across a lane to allow a couple of 

cars through which are going even faster – then swoops round the front bumper on the 

driver’s side of the car, and zooms in to a near-close-up of Cruise at the wheel. It’s a fancy 

effect which grabs your attention, while some necessary question of the screenplay may be 

then to be considered. 

 But scenes like the early one where a Martian vessel bursts gradually out of the street in a 

New York suburb, fissuring up the tarmac and causing shops and churches to split, is so 

terrifying in the way it shows urban normality being disrupted by non-urban terror that you 

forgive Spielberg his little mistakes. 

 

 


